take into account various constraints, such as the economic and symbolic limits of the decision makers, as well as their relation to numerous agents on both micro and macro levels.
Additionally, the decisions taken by publishers should be contextualised within the global structure of the publishing field (124). However, when all things have been considered, Bourdieu concludes there is still some room left in which publishers can function as decision makers. Starting from this proposition, this article sets out the socio-political context in Turkey in the late 1970s, then situates Milliyet Çocuk in the structure of the field and, finally, discusses what the creators of the magazine achieved in that very limited space.
<A>Turkey in the 1970s
In the last quarter of the twentieth century, Turkey was in the wake of a great economic depression, and economic growth was far from offering hope to the growing population that was increasingly concentrated in large urban centres. As the golden age of post-war welfare came to an end (Keyder 9), political tension began to escalate, and the society began to polarise on the right and the left ends of the political spectrum. This polarisation was reflected by both the political parties and the mass political organisations in the streets. In the parliament, the centre-left was represented by the social-democratic Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi [Republican people's party -CHP]. Although the party had shifted more to the left since the 1960s, Zürcher observes that its political position remained more moderate than the radical left mass movements that managed to mobilise the youth and the intellectuals (370). The extreme right, on the other hand, not only had a strong presence on the street, but was also Political division in the country was also reflected by the composition of parliament.
The general elections of 1974 resulted in a hung parliament, which blocked CHP's efforts to form a government and resulted in a series of right-wing coalitions called the Milliyetçi Cephe [National front] governments. The coalitions were led by the centre-right Adalet Partisi [Justice party -AP], which was dependent on the support of both the MHP and the MSP. AP's dependency gave these smaller parties disproportionate influence (Ahmad 166).
Thus, the government and the security forces began to take sides in the political conflict; polarisation turned into a deep division and led to armed violence.
Political polarisation had effects that extended beyond the political sphere and deeply resonated in the cultural debates at the time. It should be remembered that this was a period when cultural products were consumed en masse. For instance, in 1970 there were 2424 film theatres and around 250 million tickets were sold annually (Özön 389) . Throughout the 1970s, the film industry had to share some of its influence with an emergent medium: television. Although there was a single channel, television became an important factor that shaped the cultural climate by the end of the decade (Toprak 378). Despite low adult literacy rates of roughly 65 per cent (Turkstat 18 ) and a relatively small number of publishing houses, the standard number of print runs for each new book was between 5000 and 10,000: five times more than the print runs today. Furthermore, there were almost 10,000 small bookshops dispersed all around the country, which also served as meeting points for locals (Doğan) .
Thus, gaining dominance in the cultural field was crucial for both camps, and political engagement became a prominent feature of the arts and culture scene in this decade.
<A>An 'Ideological' Children's Literature
In Imagined Communities, based on Hegel's famous statement on the function of newspapers, Anderson discusses the role of language in the formation of the nation state and suggests that reading newspapers was the mass ceremony that brought together modern communities (36).
In the twentieth century, children's literature, and especially children's magazines as an important milieu of children's literary culture, served the same purpose for the child community in Turkey. It should also be kept in mind that curating children's culture was especially important for a young nation state like Turkey, which needed to break from its imperial past to build a new national identity: children were both the hope and the future of the new republic (Arzuk 'Nostalgia for Childhood'). Thus, children's literature was seen not only as a cultural product for the immediate present, but also as an investment in the future, and it became an important arena for competing ideologies.
It is no surprise then that several critical works on children's literature agree that the most important factor that determined the output of children's literature in Turkey in the 1970s was political polarisation. In these analyses, there appears to be a consensus that publishers' and authors' political engagement had a detrimental effect on the quality of children's literature. For instance, in an interview by Kanter, Şirin classifies the literature of this period as 'didactic and authoritarian' (398). Alpöge's criticism is even stronger, and she argues that the books produced in this period were not suitable for their audience:
'politicization hit children's books, and authors did not seem to care any longer about the specificities of their audience. Neither the language, nor the style, nor the subjects were appropriate for children' (28). Erdoğan also sees political polarisation as the most important factor that shaped children's literature, claiming that contrary to the first half of the decade, when high quality literary works were published, the second half of the 1970s was marked by 'clichés and stereotypes' ('Toplumsal tarihimizde' 88-9). In another article, he even calls these years a 'lost' period in terms of literary value: This could easily be seen in the themes that authors chose as they wrote for children.
Class struggle was the main theme, and the most common plot was that the regime of superior forces was destroyed by the ones who had been oppressed. Animal heroes who worked for superior animals revolted and set up new regimes of brotherhood and equality. It was not, therefore, surprising that the 1980 military coup prohibited the sale of some children's books. From the literary point of view, this period was a lost one, in the sense that politics controlled the production of new titles, which resulted in almost no books being published that had themes relating to children and their needs. Milliyet Çocuk was cherished by children, though they express some scepticism about magazines linked to newspapers and argue that their focus on current events is not age appropriate for child readers (193). Yalçın and Aytaş are also critical of children's magazines published by newspapers and state that they tend to impose their ideological views on children without paying attention to children's psychological development (88).
The common point of this criticism against politicisation is the apprehension of overt ideological messages in literary texts as corrupting literary value. In the case of children's literature criticism, this understanding is further supported by an emphasis on children's specific needs, such as the need for age appropriate topics and a consideration of their psychological and linguistic development. However, as John Stephens points out, 'there is no text without an ideology' (8). Bearing in mind McCallum and Stephens's assertion that 'a book which seems to a reader to be apparently ideology-free will be a book closely aligned to that reader's own unconscious assumptions ' (360) , what is criticised here is not ideological messages per se, but the radicalisation of the literature of this period compared to the critics' own ideological standing. Politically a moderate social democrat, İpekçi had given the newspaper its status as the voice of the left of centre since he assumed the position of editor-in-chief in 1955.
In the mid-1970s, one of the many novel ideas İpekçi had was to publish specialised newspaper supplements in magazine format every day of the week. Due to the interest in these supplements, some, including those accompanying the influential art magazine Milliyet Sanat, began to be sold as independent publications. Among them was Milliyet Çocuk, which was launched in 1974. Initially, Milliyet Çocuk was a bi-monthly magazine that printed several comics series such as Larry Yuma by Carlo Boscarato and Claudio Nizzi and Lucky Luke by Morris and René Goscinny. However, this first phase of the magazine did not last long; it ceased publication due to financial deficits when sales fell below 5,000. The assasination of İpekçi was a turning point for the magazine, not only because of the changes in the editorial board that followed, but also because the Milliyet group was taken over by a large publishing corporation after this date. In addition to a systematic content analysis of these issues and Tamer's memoirs, the research particularly focuses on three specific pages of the magazine: the editorial writings, the pen-pal advertisement columns and readers' pages, which published readers' own pieces of art and poetry.
<A>The Readership
Soon after its launch in 1977, partly due to the financial decline of Doğan Kardeş, which had previously been the most popular children's magazine, Milliyet Çocuk reached sales numbers as high as 100,000. Who were these 100,000 children that read the magazine? Unfortunately, there are no publicly available records of Milliyet Çocuk's subscribers or sales patterns. The answer to that question offered in this study is based on an analysis of the 652 pen-pal notices published in the magazine during the research period, which contain valuable information about its readership.
Excluding gender neutral names, which were not very common in the 1970s, the number of notices from female readers is slightly less than that of males, the ratio being 44 per cent to 56 per cent. However it should be remembered that writing letters to an unknown pen-pal probably had different connotations for girls and boys, which might be one of the reasons behind the imbalance between the sexes. Although there are some letters from different age groups, the majority of the children that sent letters to the pen-pal column were between ten and fourteen years old. It can also be observed that Milliyet Çocuk had readers all around the country; its distribution was not limited to the city centres so it also reached many major districts.
In similar notices published in children's magazines from the 1930s and 1940s, children often give some indication about their social status, such as their parents' professions, the type of school they attend or what they plan to be in the future. Contrary to those examples, Milliyet Çocuk's readers focus on their personal interests. Thus, distinguishing readers' social backgrounds proved to be complicated. However, a closer look at their interests reveals that Milliyet Çocuk attracted children from quite different backgrounds. While most children express their interest in affordable sports such as football and basketball, others are keen on those only available to a few such as skiing and riding horses. Moreover, while some children mention that they work, either to help their parents or as apprentices in workshops, several others imply that they spend their holidays in summer resorts. Apparently, the magzine appealed to children across the upper, middle and lower-middle classes.
Another factor that should be considered when assessing this audience profile is that it only reflects those children who sent notices to this one column for the specific purpose of finding pen-pals, and they probably were among those who owned copies of the magazine. The actual readership was much larger than that. Copies of the magazine were shared among groups of children and between siblings; many others read it in school and public libraries. Moreover, apart from readers who had access to the magazine at the time of publication, another hidden audience were the children who read it afterwards. In the 1970s, it was common practice to collect magazines and have them bound in hardcovers, which made them accessible to more than one generation of children.
<A>Structure of the Field
A more central question for the purposes of this analysis is how Milliyet Çocuk succeeded in reaching such a large audience. To understand this, the magazine needs to be situated in the structure of the field. First of all, Milliyet Çocuk was a commercial product, which is why it was closed down due to low sales numbers and relaunched when it seemed financially advantageous. Thus, one of the most important structural factors determining its position was market influence. Though unavailable today, the tracking of sales numbers was crucial for its existence and punctiliously monitored. Several marketing strategies were employed to increase circulation, including organising subscription campaigns or planning nationwide distribution according to seasonal travel patterns. Moreover, there was an apparent pressure, or at least the expectation, to stick with tried and tested templates for children's magazines.
Tamer recalls how disappointed he was when he saw the proofs of the first issue put together in the classical magazine format, which he later discarded (276).
A second and equally pressing factor was competition. The success of Milliyet Çocuk led other magazines to follow in its footsteps, and several newspapers began publishing their own children's magazines. Most formidable of these was Tercüman Çocuk, which published in the exact same format as Milliyet Çocuk. However, Tercüman Çocuk was cheaper, and the comic series it published were very popular among certain groups of readers. Moreover, it was published by the nationalist Tercüman newspaper. Even though the moderate left-leaning Milliyet was not the exact political opposite of the extreme right-wing Tercüman, the difference and the rivalry between the two newspapers was quite apparent. Thus, competition was not only financial but also political.
Finally, the third factor that shaped Milliyet Çocuk was the creative team's agenda.
The editorial staff, and especially Ülkü Tamer, had a very clearly defined notion about what they considered to be good for children. According to Tamer's memoirs, he accepted İpekçi's proposal to relaunch the magazine on the condition that he was given the autonomy and authority to recreate the magazine from scratch (275). He wanted to publish a high-quality literary magazine for curious, engaged and enlightened children. Thus began the editorial board's carefully choreographed dance with the publishers and the readers as they looked to find a balance between what they were expected to publish, what they wanted children to read and what their readers actually asked for.
<A>Editorial Tactics and Strategies
The first few issues of Milliyet Çocuk reveal the kind of magazine Ülkü Tamer envisioned.
The new Milliyet Çocuk was published in the format of a literary journal. It was 52 to 68 pages long, and it had an editorial piece, several columns and small fonts for a children's paper. It published stories by famous writers and articles on a variety of subjects from mythology to science and popular culture. While he had a vision for the magazine, Tamer was also curious to find out children's opinions about it. That is why, starting from the first issue, the new Milliyet Çocuk tried to initiate a dialogue with the readers: 'Dear readers, do let us know what you think about our magazine. What you liked, what you did not. Tell us what you want. This is your magazine. You lead the way' (Milliyet Çocuk 1). The form of address of 'dear readers' and not 'dear reader' can be read as a sign of seeing children as a separate community. The editorial board did not address a single child that was reading the magazine on her own; rather, they addressed children as a community.
It is interesting to note that this attitude, although apparently cherished by the children, was frowned upon by the scholarly critics at the time of publication, who interpreted it as a form of self-promotion (Baraz 374 ). Yet, this dialogue was not simply tactical; it was also a reflection of a deeper socio-political change. According to Necmi Erdoğan, what differentiated the left-wing populism of the 1970s from the earlier progressive movements was the way it related to the masses. He argues that they abandoned the Kemalist motto 'for the people, despite the people', symbolic of social engineering, and adopted a much more egalitarian approach that Erdoğan summarises as 'for the people, with the people' (28).
The editorial staff used several other methods to elicit the responses of children. For instance, the magazine published various questionnaries asking readers about their ages, genders, weekly allowances and even the newspapers their parents read. There were many other surveys that asked their ideas on the guest celebrities to be invited to contribute to the magazine, which TV shows they liked and why they liked those particular shows. The Milliyet Çocuk report cards were perhaps the most creative and playful of these surveys.
Report cards were published anually, and the children were asked to grade the contents of the magazine.
What is more surprising is the extent to which children responded to these campaigns.
And the editorial team evidently listened. Unfortunately, the results of these opinion surveys, campaigns and questionnaires are neither available through the pages of Milliyet Çocuk nor kept in the archives. However, it is possible to form conjectures about their role in the development of the magazine by analysing the changes in the content of the magazine.
Evidence suggests that children's answers were carefully read and several changes were made according to their opinions. In other words, their positioning as consumers gave the children the power actually to shape the magazine they read.
One significant change was the introduction of popular culture into the pages of Milliyet Çocuk. As mentioned before, the magazine had quite a diverse audience, yet one of the things that brought these children from different parts and strata of the country together was popular culture. The orientation of children to popular culture was not a phenomenon peculiar to Milliyet Çocuk's readership. In the 1970s, as the boundaries between the cultural universes of the children and adults began to blur, the interest in popular spectator sports, music, cinema and television were shared by children and adults alike.
The change in Milliyet Çocuk is very apparent: as the educative pages diminished, subjects like news about celebrities, television shows, football and popular music began to occupy an increasing proportion of the magazine. By 1978, many of these subjects were allocated special sections. The television, cinema and music pages published focused articles about television shows, movies and records. The magazine interviewed a celebrity each week, who was chosen by the readers, and even started giving out coloured posters with every issue.
Not all reader response was as welcomed by the editors. Tamer recalls his disappointment at the results of the first ever Milliyet Çocuk report card, which revealed that the readers' favourite section was Larry Yuma, the comic series, while the least popular was Tamer's favourite section, the short stories (Tamer 282 ). This exposed the greatest clash between the editorial board's ideas and the readers' wishes about the inclusion of comics.
Following in the footsteps of Vedat Nedim Tör, the legendary editor of Doğan Kardeş, Tamer tolerated comics only because they could be used as stepping stones to developing the habit of reading more 'proper' literary works (Cantek) .
Yet the children strongly disagreed with Tamer, and their wishes were acknowledged.
According to readers' feedback, the 50:50 ratio between comics and writing in the first issue rapidly changed in favour of comics. By the end of the first year, the comics to writing ratio moved to 64:36, and in the second year of publication, comics comprised over 70 per cent of the magazine. However, while the editorial board respected children's preferences, they also tried various strategies to bring these closer to their own values. For instance, they invited well-known illustrators such as Mıstık to create original comic series and published comics based on classical novels by western authors, such as Charles Dickens, Jules Verne and Jack London.
The section that was closest to Ülkü Tamer's heart were the stories written by famous authors such as Aziz Nesin, Bekir Yıldız, Selim İleri, Mehmet Seyda, Adnan Özyalçıner, Süreyya Berfe, Ömer Faruk Toprak, Oktay Akbal, Yaşar Kemal and many others who were known for their clearly defined ideological stances. What these stories had in common was their social realist outlook and themes such as poverty and social injustice. In his memoirs, Tamer narrates how he defied concerns over the prospects of the magazine with his belief that children could change. He sincerely believed that children were capable of changing, and they did change. By the end of 1978, the results of the new report cards revealed that the stories had become the readers' favourite (282). Although Tamer's memoirs should not be read as an unbiased account of what happened, it should nonetheless be acknowledged that many of the established names who contributed to Milliyet Çocuk's short stories section have never gone out of print and are still considered canonical authors of children's literature.
Moreover, reflections of the world-view presented in these stories found its way into the children's own languages. Starting from its first issue, Milliyet Çocuk had a special page reserved for the readers' own creations, where children's drawings, stories and poems were featured. The majority of children's poems published in these pages were probably written as school assignments, and most of them began and ended in a similar style. Yet there were also very personal poems about children's daily lives, and these poems directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously reflected the values Milliyet Çocuk hoped to introduce to its readership. There were many poems in which motifs borrowed from the social realist discourse surfaced rather surprisingly, often standing out out by their irrelevance to the general context of the poem (Arzuk 'Nostalgia for'). These provide the strongest evidence of how deeply the readers engaged with the magazine and reproduced its literary culture and political values, as exemplified by this short but multilayered little poem:
Made with so much labour and so much sweat You have served many a purpose Yet you will be left and forgotten once you are worn out My bag, my darling bag (Yazıcı) <A>Conclusion Flemming Mouritsen identifies three main types of child culture: culture for children, culture with children and children's culture (16) . Milliyet Çocuk managed to be part of all three types:
first it was a cultural product produced by adults for children, but then it was recreated through an interactive relationship between readers and editors. Finally, it became a part of children's own culture that they recreated through interpretation and shared with their peers. Milliyet Çocuk owed this multilayered status to a continued relationship with its audience. Rather than submitting to ideological and financial pressures, the editorial board managed to utilise these constraints to their advantage. Thus, they managed not only to manoeuvre within the small space left by their structural position, but also to conquer the challenges presented by this position by turning it into an opportunity to initiate a dialogue with the child reader.
In her work on Leia Berg's Nippers series of child-centred early reader books, Pearson observes that the series owed its success to a 'convergence between counter-cultural ideals and 
